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WISHING ALL OUR MEMBERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
AND SUCCESSFUL COLLECTING IN 2010
A STAMPLESS CHRISTMAS

EDWARD H. SPIRO

This article was written by the Society's late President, Edward H. Spiro, and has appeared previously in
the Newsletter. Nevertheless, it is seasonally appropriate and may be of interest to members who have
joined in recent years or those who simply have a short memory !
Have you ever found a Swiss stamp or an entire with stamps bearing a postmark dated between 25th and
31st December 1851 ? If you have you are very lucky, and you have a great rarity, particularly if it is a
complete envelope.
During Christmas week of 1851 – indeed from 23rd to the end of the year – no stamps were sold at any
Swiss post-offices. Was the post-office sold out ? No, there were plenty of Poste Locale, Orts Post and
Rayons available, but the Post Director Herr Naeff, had issued an order banning all sales during that
period. Of course some people had a few stamps at home which they used and these were duly
cancelled with the proper date. But few such entires, or even single stamps, have survived and most
envelopes of the 'stampless Christmas' of 1851 are cancelled with 'FRANCO' postmarks, having been
pre-paid in cash.
The reason was that the Federal Council had decided to alter the currency from the varied denominations
valid in the German-speaking and French-speaking Cantons to unified 'French' currency based on the
French Golden Franc and this was to come into operation at midnight of New Year's Day 1852.
Since 1849 the postal rates in the Swiss Confederation were based on a local rate and four “distance
routes” (zones) and calculated according to the weight of the missive. At the time of the currency reform
the following rates operated :
Local letters (up to 2 loths* weight)
First distance route (Rayon I) – up to 10 miles
Second distance route (Rayon II) – up to 25 miles
Third distance route (Rayon III) – up to 40 miles
Fourth distance route (Rayon IV) – over 40 miles

2½ Rappen
5 Rappen
10 Rappen
15 Rappen
20 Rappen

The maximum weight for the four zones was half a loth and to pay the 'overweight' several stamps had to
be used.
By the end of 1851 the following stamps were in use for the pre-payment of mail : the 2½ Rappen Poste
Locale and Orts Post (for local letters); Rayon I (5 Rp.) and Rayon II (10 Rp.) for the first and second
zones, while one Rayon I and one Rayon II were used for the third, and two Rayon II for the fourth zone.
But with the new currency, which set up an exchange rate of 10 (old) Rappen
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(Continued from previous page) to 14.3 (new) Centimes (of 'French' currency) and 5 (old) Rappen to 7.15
(new) Centimes, the postage clerks envisaged a terrible confusion. The Post Direction, therefore, decided
to invalidate all Rappen stamps even before the new currency came into force, and all post-offices were
ordered to return all stocks to Headquarters on Boxing Day, 26th December. Old stamps were exchanged
against cash until 28th December, but those who were left with a mint Poste Locale had had it. (Who
would mind now !)
On 1st January the new currency stamps, the 15 Rp. and 15 Cts. Rayon III were issued (the 15 Rp. in the
small figure design). They had been hurriedly prepared by using old Orts Post stones, because the
ordered new 'Strubeli' series was not delivered in time by the Munich printers. In fact it took 1½ years until
April 1853 when the first 'Strubeli' delivery reached Bern and many months more until they were issued in
1854. With the introduction of the new currency and the stoppage of sales of all old Rappen stamps the
troubles only really began. There was still a need for a 5 Cts. stamp which was the rate for the new
distance zone of up to 2 miles (including local letters). Therefore, the Rayon I with the old 5 Rappen value
was 'reactivated' again and sold for 8 Cts. Most people refused to buy these and the bulk of the short
distance letters were prepaid in cash. The Post Direction, however, extended the validity of all the
invalidated Rayon I and Rayon II stamps until 30th December 1854, when the new 'Strubelis' (imperf.
Sitting Helvetia) were plentiful and all Rayons could be withdrawn, but the strange phenomenon of a
'stampless Christmas' in 1851 remained a 'black spot' in Swiss postal history.
* Loths were the unit of weight used by the Postal Administration at that time. 1 loth = 15.6 g. or
approximately half an ounce.
HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS
FUTURE MEETINGS
The Annual National Meeting – the weekend of the 17th - 18th April 2010 at the Oxford Belfry hotel – full
details and booking information are on the separate Booking Form sent to you with this Newsletter.
London Group – Wednesday 14th April 2010 at 6.30.p.m. - 'Odds and Ends' – All Members in Room B327,
Macmillan House, by Platform 1, Paddington Station.
Northern Group - Saturday 3rd December 2009 commencing at 2.00.p.m. - 'Over 10c and Under 1Fr' – All
Members in Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire.
Southern Group – This group have a change of venue. Future meetings, commencing 20th February
2010, will be held at the Cricket Field House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury (on the A36 heading west out
of the city). Web: www.cricketfieldhouse.co.uk Telephone: 01722 322595. The subject for the February
meeting will be ‘Canton St. Gallen’, with Peter Vonwiller as the principal speaker. All members are invited
to bring material to show. For further details please contact Fred Hoadley on 01403 711987 or email:
fred.hoadley@btinternet.com
WEBSITE NEWS

FRED HOADLEY

Fred Hoadley, the Society's Webmaster, writes : “The Society's Website exists for the benefit of members
and is designed to attract new members by keeping the content up-to-date and informative. Members
who have access to a computer can visit it at www.swiss-philately.co.uk
The Website's many features include indices of publications held in the Society's Library, past HPS
Newsletter articles since 1948 (see article on Page 93) and articles published in the 'Swiss Philatelist', the
house organ of the Amateur Collector Ltd. between 1961 and 1986.
During the last year the Website has expanded considerably with a Glossary of Philatelic Terms, a
Research section (containing information about the Cantonal and early Federal issues), an updated
'Useful Links' page and, most recently, digitally enhanced copies of the “Did You Know?” column from
past editions of the Newsletter.
The “Did You Know ?” articles have been copied (and digitally enhanced) to Portable Document Format
(PDF) using special software purchased on behalf of the Society earlier this year. PDF is the de-facto
standard for reference documents on the internet. I am indebted to Michael Rutherfoord for permission to
make these articles available on the Web and I hope that, by doing so, the Society will benefit from
attracting new members in the near future. Note – to view these documents all you need is Acrobat
Reader which is either already installed on your computer or can be downloaded for free from
Adobe.com.
Please take a look at all the features and let me have your feedback (good or bad). I am constantly
looking for ideas to improve it even further and would welcome any contributions members can provide.”
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THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
The Society's Librarian, Derrick Slate, writes the following reminder on the services offered to Members :
“Books can be borrowed for up to 4 weeks (subject to extension) with a borrowing fee of one First Class
stamp plus postage each way. The Librarian does not have a Helvetia PS bank account so payments
should be in postage stamps or cheque made out to him. Members are responsible for the safe custody,
careful handling and careful packing to prevent damage in transit. All items MUST be inserted into a
plastic bag before the main packaging. Your address MUST be on the back of the parcel and you MUST
obtain a Certificate of Posting. This should be retained by you for a minimum of four weeks.
The Library holds hard copies of a number of journals related to Swiss Philately including all but one
(Number 1 !!) of the editions of our own Newsletter. A hard copy of the Helvetia Newsletter Index 1987 –
2005 (24 pages, main list printed in subject order), which was produced originally by Bob Medland, can
be obtained from the Librarian on request. The cost is £2.35 First Class or £2.20 Second Class.
There are 275 editions of the Amateur Collector Ltd.'s bulletin 'The Swiss Philatelist' produced between
1951 and 1986, available for borrowing. The combined weight of them all is 650g. if you are considering
having them posted to you.
The following foreign journals are also available to borrow:
All editions of the PTT's publication 'Focus on Stamps' since its introduction in May 1995;
All editions of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's journal 'Tell' since 1974;
A considerable number of the SVPS and the ASCEP's journals 'Der Poststempelsammler' (since 1977)
and 'Der Ganzsachsammler' (since 1975) – both mainly in German;
Some copies of the Swiss Association of Philatelic Societies' 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ)'
journal (up to 2002), Zumstein's house journal the 'Berner Briefmarken Zeitung' (between 1982 and
2004); the 'Posgeschichte' journal (1979 to 1996), the 'Arbeitsgemeinschaft Schweiz' journal (number 53
to the year 2002) – all mainly in German, some with a few articles in French and occasionally Italian;
Some copies of the journal of the Dutch sister society ('Studiegroep Switserland') - 'Jungfraupost' (some
in 1979 and complete from March 2006) – in Dutch;
and some copies of the (British) Swiss Railway Society's journal 'Swiss Express' (1994 to 2004 and
2009).
INFORMATION IN THE NEWSLETTER
A reminder to members who have joined the Society in recent years and those of you who don't have a
photographic memory - there is a wealth of information for Swiss philatelists in past copies of the HPS
Newsletter.
The Newsletter forms a major part of the Society's annals, providing a complete record of its activities and
achievements. Thanks to the contributions of members over the years, the content of the Newsletter has
built into a major resource of information for those wishing to research into Swiss philately. A full set of
the Newsletters since 1948 is held in the Society's Library.
For those of you who are confident in using computers and can access the Society's Website the Index of
all articles in the Newsletter between 1987 and 2005, produced by Bob Medland and Fred Hoadley, is an
invaluable guide to Swiss philatelic information chronicled over the last 60 years and helps the researcher
to locate articles written on a particular subject or items of specific interest. Individual editions or particular
articles can be read on the Website and/or hard copies of the Index or individual articles can be obtained
from the Librarian to borrow or keep for future reference for a small fee (see article on Page 92).
As an example of some of the key articles in the HPS Newsletter which provide a firm information base
for those researching into a new collecting area I had a look at the 24 editions published in the years
1984 and 1985. They included long articles, sometimes spread over several months, on such subjects as:
'The Travelling Post Office in Switzerland' by Adriano Gervasi (6 pages in three parts)
'Swiss Federal Railways Postcards 1953 – 1972' by B.L.Hoddinott (5 pages in 2 parts)
'The National Exhibition of 1939' by C.M.Scholey (4 pages in 2 parts)
'False Overprints of League of Nations and International Labour Office Stamps of Switzerland' by Felix
Gans (4 pages in 2 parts) – (Continued on Page 96)
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'PORTOFREIHEITSMARKEN'

JOHN BARRETT Ph. D.

The Franco-Prussian War Created the Swiss 'Portofreiheitsmarken' in 1871
Sent in by John Barrett Ph.D. an AHPS member living in Texas –

Fig. 1 General Charles Bourbaki with medals ! He lived until 1912.

Fig. 2 Picture taken in Lausanne Switzerland of French soldiers being cared for by the ICRC.
This long German word means 'post-paid stamps', also known as 'franchise stamps' in English. Napoleon
III of France in 1870 was convinced by his advisors that all that was needed to regain the admiration of
the French people was a nice victory over the Prussians ! Herr Bismarck was only too willing to take them
on, and from the beginning of the summer of 1870, the French were mainly 'marching backwards' !
Incompetent generals, poor planning, ill-equipped armies all spelled doom, and in January 1871 Paris
itself was blockaded and under siege. 'Balloon posts' were first used during that siege.
There had been a large French army operating in the eastern area (the 'Army of the East') under General
Charles Bourbaki (see Fig. 1). This had been reduced from approximately 150,000 to about 87,000 men
demoralised by the cold, hunger and a growing contingent of wounded. They were pursued by General
Manteuffel and, certain of sure defeat, General Bourbaki quickly negotiated terms with the Swiss for his
army to be interned there (see Fig.2). This was the first large-scale humanitarian effort carried out by the
newly formed ICRC (International Committee of the Red Cross). This was in early February 1871.
This internment was truly huge involving 87,847 men (including 2,467 officers), 11,800 horses, 285
cannon and mortars and 1,158 carriages. The troops were divided up and billeted in 188 towns and
villages in all the Swiss cantons, except the Ticino, in numbers proportionate to the population. 5,000
were placed in hospitals immediately and all the accommodation provided in buildings such as churches,
schools, and barracks, were turned into infirmaries.
It was during this period (between 4th February and the end of August 1871) that these Militaires Francais'
'Gratis Labels' were issued free to the soldiers (who had entered Switzerland and were interned after the
Armistice), for posting their letters back to France (Fig. 3). They were printed by typography in sheets of
224 in four equal similar divisions of 56 (7 x 8) on poor quality, lilac-purple paper. At least 2 shades are
known. Tête-beche pairs (16) exist down the centre of each of the Print Sheets. The paper was gummed
before printing. The labels were NOT to be cancelled (extra work for post offices !), but those that were
are scarce. The total quantity printed is believed to be approximately 10,000 sheets or 224,000 labels. A
few 'plate flaws' have been discovered, especially the 'cedille' of the 'e'. (Continued on the next page)
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(Continued from previous page) At least four 'Gratis' forgeries exist, three of which are poor imitations. I
am still looking for others.

Fig. 3 This block of 16 'Gratis Labels', with straight edge on the right, could have come from the middle of
any of the four units (of 7x8).
The Germans only consented to allow the repatriation to take place after the peace terms were approved
on 2nd March 1871. The internees were repatriated back to France between 12th and 23rd March. They
actually started returning on 13th - 14th March, with the bulk of troops leaving by rail from Geneva. About
1,000 remained in hospitals and were repatriated in small groups later. The last of the wounded were
disinterned on 23rd May 1871. Approximately 1,700 internees died during their stay in Switzerland from
typhus, smallpox and pulmonary diseases.
The cost from this internment amounted to 12 million francs and according to the Agreement of Les
Verriers, France reimbursed in full in August 1872. The Swiss always get paid !
To provide a human touch, illustrated below is a letter sending sympathies to the father of one of the
deceased French soldiers.

Fig. 4 Letter from Sergeant Major E. Moulong, prisoner of war to the father of a soldier who died of
wounds. Cancelled in Lausanne 25th Feb. 1871. Arrived in Bordeaux 27th Feb. 1871.
Illustrations of 'Gratis Labels' Used on Cover are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 on Page 98.
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MAIL TO HERR SEKULA

EDWARD QUINTON

Some more information on Eugen Sekula. (Ref. articles in the HPS Newsletter March 2009 Page 23 and
September 2009 Page 71) I found the items illustrated below in a bundle of covers bought some time
ago. On the left is a registered letter from Morocco. On the right is a cover bearing a 'Franco Label' which
I thought were only for post between government departments. Any thoughts on how or why this was
used on apparently commercial mail ? Unfortunately there were no letters inside to give a clue as to the
reason for the correspondence.

INFORMATION IN THE NEWSLETTER (Continued from Page 93)
'The First Swiss Stamp Booklets' by Michael Rutherfoord (4 pages in 2 parts)
'Postage Rates from Switzerland to Foreign Lands 1852 – 1863' by E.O.Walton (10 pages in 5 parts)
'Switzerland's Postage Dues' by G.W.Hubbard (6 pages in 4 parts)
'Mail in Transit from Switzerland to France in the 17th, 18th and 19th Centuries' by Denis Wilson (14 pages
in 5 parts)
'Francois Fornier's Forgery of the Swiss 1 Franc, Bronze, 1863' by Anton M. Kofranek (2 pages)
'The Historical Issue' by Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley (1 page).
Those interested in such subjects can identify other relevant articles published in the HPSN by referring
to the section of the Index arranged by theme.
P.S. I am sure there is still much 'new' Swiss philatelic information to be published in the HPSN,
particularly bearing in mind the depth of knowledge hidden away in the minds and collections of some of
our members. If you think you have something interesting to 'place on the record' please get writing – I
will do my best to see that it is published, even if it extends over several pages. (Editor)
INFORMATION ON SWISS CHARITIES
Information on these organisations, including their philatelically-related 'products', is available on the Pro
Patria website – www.propatria.ch and the Pro Juventute website – www.projuventute.ch
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DID YOU KNOW? ISSUE NUMBER 451

MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

THAT there is an answer to the question in last month's HPS Newsletter Page 85 by Ian Gilchrist. For 28
years I worked for this large international firm Sulzer Bros. in Winterthur, and was lucky to have
sympathetic treatment by the three managers of the Mail Office during this time. Here I learnt that during
the 1930s Sulzer had a private arrangement with the PTT that all Express letters, perhaps also others,
from foreign countries would be brought immediately to them and they, Sulzer, would pay the Swiss
Express fee of 40c. For this extra service the Sulzer gave them a supply of 40c stamps, often with an
identifying hole. The reason was that perhaps a quick answer would get them an order in those hard
times. The letter shown by Ian was received on Tuesday 18th June 1940 and passed onto the Express
Delivery Office, which was usually combined with the Telegraph Office, as they had the bicycles at that
time. Therefore the Telegraph Office postmark with a date later than any I have seen before. I think I have
written this explanation before for the HPS Newsletter about a letter of April 1934, and in the BBZ for
November 1986 Marcel Kottelat came to about the same conclusion regarding two letters from 1937 that
he had found.
THAT the Swiss Postmark Society (SVPS) has now published their long awaited opus magnus after
years of painstaking work by Giovanni Balimann in 4 loose-leaf A4 books with an incredible amount of
detail on all aspects of Machine Cancellations. All the machines used are included and explained for the
first time in Volume 1. Then in Volumes 2 and 3 are all the slogans used with their various dater dies right
up to date, using all the previous slogan numbering in the well known 13 groups. Volume 4 has the
complete dater die listing, and also the popular combinations of slogan and dater die in the order of the
POs having these machines. Volume 1 also has something new – an attempt to estimate the number of
slogans available to collectors, so that the points given to each in the catalogue does not reflect the
demand for popular slogans, but is only one factor in determining the day-to-day price, which can
fluctuate of course. Much is simpler and easier to follow than in the preceding edition of 1983. Net weight
7.3 kg for the set. The price could be kept low thanks to a legacy at 120 - CHF excluding postage. Come
and fetch a set for yourself !
THAT another interesting work (in German) comes from the well known military historian George Schild
on the interning of foreign soldiers in Switzerland before and during World War I, from 1859 till 1919. Full
of extraordinary detail of this not so well-known period. Price 70 - CHF, postage excluded.
THAT soon after joining our HPS in about 1971, in the days of Felix Ganz, Ivan Tillen and the
indefatigable Secretary Edythe Rawnsley I began to learn about Swiss Philately in depth and sent in
some new items for the Newsletter which were accepted. And, to my surprise, Edythe accepted my offer
to put some bits and pieces together in a small column I called “Did You Know ?” This became my
constant companion and a driving force. Your questions sent me off into strange and exciting places to
find an acceptable answer. And, of course, I met in Bath, London and here not only the three mentioned
above but a stream of fellow enthusiasts, a privilege. However at 85 I have to go a bit slower so have
decided to avoid the monthly printing deadlines not wanting to break my record of never missing a
number ! That the Society is putting all the old DYK columns onto the internet is an honour and much
appreciated.
THAT as I cannot drop the subject, I will always appreciate your questions at mmruth@bluewin.ch , but
don't forget to include clearly any dates – they are essential. Further, that a number of articles are still
lying around which must be cleared up for everyone's benefit, so at first I will concentrate on the five
oldest hinted at obliquely below.
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INFORMATION IN SWISS JOURNALS
Eric Lienhard has kindly translated the titles of the main articles in the third edition of this year's 'Der
Poststempelsammler', the journal of the Association of Swiss Postmark Collectors (SVPS/ASCEP). They
can be borrowed from the HPS's Library. They are :
'The Anomolies of the Printings 'IFS2' (type 10)' - Othmar Pignat (in French) – 3 pages.
'A New Layout for Counter Labels – Othmar Pignat (in French)' – 1 page.
'EMA Type 4C (prototype Hasler)' – Bernard Lachat (in French) – 1 page.
'EMA Type 4F and EMA Type 4E' - Bernard Lachat (in French) – 2 pages.
'Chur Type 4.05 Razor Blade Cancels' – Peter Schlatter (in German) – 4 pages.
'The 66 Relacement Cancels' (continued) - Pierre Guinand (in French) – 8 pages.
Also included : 'Supplement 1 for the Handbook of K-Cancels Switzerland/Liechtenstein 2007' (in
German) – 7 pages.
Please let us know if you find these translations useful as a signpost to additional information (Editor).
THE BRITISH POSTAL MUSEUM AND ARCHIVE
The British Postal Museum and Archive has placed its library catalogue on its website. It can be searched
on www.postalheritage.org.uk/catalogue It may help those looking for historic information on mail between
Switzerland and Britain and the arrangements between the two countries' postal authorities.
'PORTOFREIHEITSMARKEN'

JOHN BARRETT Ph. D.

Figs. 5 and 6 Examples of 'Gratis Labels' Used on Cover
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SOCIETY ANNUAL NATIONAL
MEETING 2010
SATURDAY 17th AND SUNDAY 18th APRIL 2010
THE OXFORD BELFRY HOTEL MILTON COMMON THAME OXFORDSHIRE OX9 2JW
PROGRAMME SATURDAY
11.00. A.M. INTRODUCTION
PRESENTATION “MAIL BY RAIL” BY FRED HOADLEY
BUFFET LUNCH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
CUP COMPETITIONS
SOCIETY DINNER
PROGRAMME SUNDAY

10.00 A.M. PRESENTATION “PRO JUVENTUTE THROUGH THE POST” BY NORTON WRAGG
AUCTION
FAREWELLS ending at approximately 1.00 p.m.
WERNER GATTIKER OF LEO BARESCH LTD. WILL HAVE A LARGE
SELECTION OF HIS STOCK AVAILABLE

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL MEMBERS WISHING TO MOUNT SMALL DISPLAYS
CUP COMPETITIONS – FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 86 0F THE NOVEMBER 2009 NEWSLETER

The hotel situated just minutes from the M40 offers high quality accommodation and state of the art leisure
and spa facilities for a relaxing and pleasant weekend. The dreaming spires of Oxford are easily accessible
offering sightseeing and shopping opportunities. Blenheim Palace is within easy driving distance. A fee of
£30.00 per member attending is payable in advance to The Honorary Treasurer to cover the cost of
refreshments on both days and a buffet lunch on the Saturday. Accommodation on a Dinner, Bed and
Breakfast basis (book by ‘phoning 0845 0740060 – mentioning The Oxford Belfry Hotel and the HPS) is
available at special rates of £64.50 per person per night (doubles) £99.00 single. Note that the cost of the
Society Dinner is included in the D, B and B rate for those staying at the hotel. For those not booked into
the hotel there will be a charge of £30.00 payable to the Treasurer on the day.
ENJOY AND BENEFIT FROM THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADD TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF
SWISS PHILATELY WHILST MEETING AND SOCIALISING WITH FELLOW MEMBERS

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ---BOOKING FORM TO BE SENT TO NORTON WRAGG
10, MANOR CRESCENT, TYTHERINGTON, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK10 2EN
I wish to attend the Society’s Annual National Meeting and enclose my cheque for £30.00 payable to
Helvetia Philatelic Society.
I (and my partner…………………………...…………………….) wish to join the Saturday evening
Society Dinner.
Name (please print)…………………………………………………………………

Helvetia Philatelic Society Subscriptions 2010
Subscriptions for the society for next year are due on 1st January 2010. The rates are:United Kingdom - £20

Europe - £23
£25

Rest of the world -

Overseas members are requested to pay by Sterling cheque if possible. If you wish to pay
directly into the society’s bank you may do so but please make all charges payable by the
sender and include your name in the reference line. You may pay for more than one year’s
subscription if you wish.
Please send remittances to : Norton Wragg, 10 Manor Crescent, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10
2EN
Name……………………………………………………………………………
Address………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………..
Society Bank Details – Alliance and Leicester
143658301

Sort Code 10-06-37 Account

